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MARKETING

STRATEGY
A marketing strategy is your
company’s plan detailing how you

mediaops
media
ops
Adopstar’s new full-service division specialising in digital

will reach out to members of your

and traditional marketing, advertising and strategy.

target market and convince them
to become your customers. The
secret to Adopstar’s success lies in
multi-channel marketing strategies that
are custom-designed to be seen, heard
and experienced.
Your goals are our goals and we will research
your target market, do an audit of what you
need and deliver results that make a solid

MARKETING

CAMPAIGN

PLANNING

difference to your bottom line.

Once the marketing strategy has been finalised
and the big picture is in place, we turn our
attention to the details. A marketing campaign
is a single message that helps your brand reach

you have something special to give.
We know you offer brilliance and it’s our job to
create a brand that showcases everything you
have achieved.
Leave it to our creative team to apply their

its goals.

minds and processes to your business and

Depending on the campaign, the right mode of

your brand.

devise a unique look and feel that encapsulates

delivery could be television, radio, large-scale
print media, or through-the-line digital media –
or a combination of them all.
During the campaign planning process, we will
determine the marketing communication
methods that will best be heard by your target
market. We also outline the costs to make sure
that the plan fits within your budget.

CREAT

VE

The only way for a brand to get noticed is to do
or be something different. Your brand needs to
stand out and to explain to your
target market that

ONLINE CONTENT
PLANNING & CREATION

Content marketing is about providing an
audience with content that they care about. A
good content marketing strategy informs while it
entertains, thereby attracting new clients while
keeping existing clients engaged with your brand.
We are widely experienced at creating content
plans that turn heads and get the job done.
Our content services include the following:
Blogs | Daily, weekly and monthly social
media posts | Email newsletters | Media
releases | Product launches |
Video content

Our graphic

de

:

ervices inclu
s
n • Banners
de
g
i
s (indoor and outdoor)
• Billboards
• Brochures
• Catalogues and magazines
• Corporate stationery
• Office templates

DIGITAL

MARKETING

(invoices, letterheads and quotes)

• Packaging
• Posters and flyers
• Print advertisements
Sales presentation folders
• Signage
• Vehicle and truck
branding/wraps

Digital marketing strategies
are different to traditional
marketing campaigns in many
ways, but the two have one thing
in common: it all comes down to
objectives. In order for your digital
content to make a difference to your bottom
line, you need to ask some questions:

?
copywriting
Copywriting is making magic with words – it is the
process of writing the text (copy) that appears in all
marketing materials from adverts and brochures to social

- What are your goals for this campaign?
- Who are your competitors?
- Why are you advertising?

Once we’ve helped you answer the tough
questions, we will take over and
use our extensive knowledge of the digital
landscape to create a digital strategy that will
meet your business’s needs and convert browsers
into buyers.

media posts and websites – and everything in between.
Without carefully crafted copy, no marketing campaign
create copy that motivates its reader to act. Our words
are authentic and concise, and they take a variety
of shapes:

GOOGLE

ADS

can be great. Our team of talented wordsmiths

Google Ads is a powerful digital tool that will help
to propel your brand to the top of search engine
results pages. Using a list of well-researched

Advertisements | Advertorials | Blog posts

keywords, targeted locations and a specific

Brochure content | Case studies | Catalogue and

audience, Adopstar will get you noticed by your

flyer copy | Direct marketing materials | Magazine

soon-to-be new customers. The best part about

articles | Media releases | Newsletters | Radio and

Google Ads is that since you only pay Google

video scripts | Social media posts | Website copy

when someone clicks on your advert, you only pay
for valuable prospective leads. By appearing next
to or above relevant search results, Google Ads
reaches internet users who are already
interested in your products or services.

In order for your business
to make the online impact that it
deserves to, your website needs to appear
high on search engines’ results page – and this
means creating content that ticks certain boxes laid out in each search engine’s ever-changing algorithm. We will keep your website up
to date with all the latest requirements from
various search engines to keep your website
ranking as highly as possible. Every SEO strategy starts with creating meaningful, topical
content that gives the search engines a clear
idea of what your website has to offer. In the
world of SEO, nothing happens overnight,
but with our SEO team on the job, your
site will start to steadily climb
the results pages.

We are widely experienced at creating
newsletters that get opened and get read. We
use custom designs and calls to action to create
mailers that give your brand the level of attention
that it deserves.
Our email campaigns are tracked and measured
carefully. At the end of every campaign, you’ll
receive a report that details who received your
email and who opened it. With this data, you can
generate a list of “hot leads” to be canvassed.
Our email newsletter service also includes
database creation.

Our monthly SEO Package includes:
Keyword research.
Addition and editing of keywords, meta
descriptions and page titles.
Updates to website content, including
images, as required.
Provision of a detailed monthly report
focusing on user experience, bounce rate,
user demographics and other important
facts and figures.
Monitoring of the amount of time that
each user spends on your website.

EMAIL

SOCIAL MEDIA

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

In the digital age, your community is spread
across a range of online spaces, from Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and TikTok to LinkedIn and Pinterest.
A community manager’s job is to engage on behalf
of the brand, answer questions and facilitate
positive conversations.

Adopstar’s community management
packages offer you the following:

NEWSLETTERS

A dedicated account manager who will answer

mail newsletters are an ideal way to keep your

A monthly analytics report detailing how your 		

target market up to date with all the latest news
and offers from your brand. However, if it’s not
written compellingly, your newsletter will be
deleted more than it is read. What’s more, if
the title of your emailer isn’t crafted just
right, it will be sent straight to your
recipients’ spam folders.

all your queries and be your point of contact.

posts performed and how many new followers you
got. This report will include a range of helpful
insights that will help to enhance your social
media presence.
If you opt for the standard or premium social
media package, our team will hold a monthly
team strategy session where we discuss ideas

on how social media can work even better for your brand.
Depending on the package you choose, we’ll respond to all social media
queries that come in across all your platforms either daily, in four hours or two
hours (Monday to Friday). Unless we need your input to answer a question or
approve a content plan, this will all happen in the background without you having
to give it a second thought.
On a monthly basis, we’ll take care of content creation and design for all your social
media. The number of social media posts that you get per week will depend on the package
that you take.
All packages include boosting of posts and paid ads, although the actual ad spend is excluded.

1

Your customers will get feedback

You can provide your target

by means of a real conversation

market with added value

without needing to phone a
call centre.

Having Adopstar’s team
of community managers working

through ideas, tips and
inspirational content.

5

on your brand has numerous

2

BENEFITS

Your community managers can

You can build a sense
of brand loyalty.

use this platform to increase
awareness of your products

4

and services.

3

You can gain insight into what
your customers expect and adapt

SOCIAL MEDIA

ADVERTISING
Social media advertising involves using
social media platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter and TikTok
to show branded content to would-be
customers.

your product or service
offering accordingly.

Thanks to demographic filtering, you can target
a specific group and have your advert show up
where it will have the most impact.
Trust our team to put our wealth of experience
to work in creating, posting and managing your
social media adverts. We’ll take care of everything
from planning and copy to design and hashtag
research. Page setups, page audits and
influencer marketing are all part of our package.

HASHTAG
RESEARCH

Social media is full of hashtags, but
if they are badly used, overused or

incorrectly used, they’re not going to do your
business any good. Hashtags are about finding
information around a specific theme or topic and
using them right takes time, care and research.
Enter #Adopstar. We’ll do extensive research and
put together a comprehensive list of relevant and
popular hashtags applicable to your business.
This list will include both general terms and
specific words that you can add to your social
posts when you need to.

SOCIAL MEDIA
PAGE SETUP
Let our team of social media specialists take
care of setting up your social media accounts
and pages. As part of the package, we’ll upload

SOCIAL MEDIA

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
It’s important to know what your
competitors are doing on social
media. Our social competitor
analysis involves comparing your brand’s social
media presence to that of fourof your most
significant competitors. We’ll provide insights,
recommendations and tips for creating and
building strategic advantages.

WEB DESIGN

& DEVELOPMENT
Adopstar’s web design team creates
E-Commerce, WordPress and bespoke websites
according to the latest best practices. By
focusing on both the look and the functionality
of the site, we create websites that are effective
communication tools.
All our websites are responsive, meaning that they
will display perfectly on every device from a
mobile phone to an oversized monitor.

correctly sized profile images and cover photos,
as well as descriptions and all relevant
page information.

SOCIAL AUDITS

Want to know how you’re doing
on social media? We offer a
thorough analysis of your
business’s social media
platforms, posts and setup.
We’ll provide detailed
feedback on the data that we

obtain and recommendations for how you
can improve.

1

STARTER PACKAGE

2

BASIC PACKAGE

3

BUSINESS PACKAGE

4

E-COMMERCE PACKAGE

Ideal for a small website or blog.

Perfect for a small business.

Perfect for a corporate website.

Ideal for a small e-commerce store.

Please note: The cost of web design and development
can either be paid for as a once-off cost or be paid
off monthly over six months (50% deposit and the
remaining 50% paid in six affordable monthly
payments).
If you opt not to take one of our packages, we can
also provide monthly maintenance and updates to
your website at a prearranged fee. Regular updates
to your website content are an essential element of
helping your brand climb the search engines’ rankings.

DEDICATED

PRINT

MARKETING EXECUTIVE

If your business needs something printed, trust

What do all marketing campaigns have in

us to take care of it. From flyers to truck

common? They need someone talented,

branding and everything in between, we’ve got

imaginative and methodical to run them.

you covered – and we can also take care of

Our marketing executives do more

content and artwork if required. We facilitate

than take on client briefs: they live and breathe

printing of just about everything, such as:

marketing ideas and success strategies. No
matter how big or small your marketing

Banners (indoor and outdoor) | Brochures

campaign is, our team of thinkers and doers

Catalogues | Corporate stationery | Financial

will treat it with the attention to detail and

reports | Flyers | Posters | Presentation folders

care that it deserves.

Sales packs | Signage | Vehicle/truck

MEDIA BUYING

£

The first step to placing an advert on TV, on a
radio station, in a magazine or on a website
involves buying your media space. This is where
our team of media buyers comes in.
They have spent years fostering relationships
with strategic media outlets, outdoor vendors,
radio stations and TV networks to ensure that you

branding and wraps

PHOTOGRAPHY
We specialise in business-orientated
social media photography which
captures the essence of your
products and services. Our photography is both

can get the best possible placement and price.

in line with current trends and in tune with your

We’re also on the cutting edge of research

VIDEOGRAPHY

into the latest and greatest avenues for advert
placement.

HOSTING

brand and what it stands for.

Trust our network of professional

videographers and editors to capture every
important event and tell every story that your
brand needs to tell. Our team will bring a world of
experience and advanced technical knowledge to

Our web packages include free hosting for the

your next corporate video, product video,

first 12 months. However, if you’re handling your

promotional video or event video. We get started

website updates and maintenance yourself, we
can offer you hosting-only packages on our
dedicated server.

long before it’s time to pick up a camera, taking
care of elements such as:

• Planning and costing
• Scriptwriting
• Storyboarding
• Video content strategy

development
development
• Video editing and preparing the
the final
product
for distribution
final
product
for distribution

• Video production planning
• Video shooting

techops
tech
ops

Whatever your technical needs are, our tech

operations team is here to help. Our dedicated
team of engineers will help you with your
ad/tech stack from end to end. We take care of
troubleshooting and find creative solutions to any
issue. We can also host your sites or databases
and help to automate your systems with our
bespoke API solutions. When you need to make
a presentation, you can rely on us to create a
dynamic and easy-to-understand dashboard.
Our tech team has vast experience in working
with publishers on large scale projects involving
dashboards, ad server migrations and more. We
are adept at integrating ad tech solutions to
websites and ad servers.
Automation is one of the keys to programmatic
success – if it’s done right. We specialise in
creating and developing automated solutions

Consultation
Our tech operations professionals keep up to
date with the changing world of tech. We stay on
the cutting edge of the industry so we can
provide you with knowledge of the tools and
tech available to inform your decisions. We have
the expertise required to provide you with the
technical integrations that will drive your
business forward.

• Tech Stack Analysis/Advice
We can analyse your tech stack to identify
areas for improvement. We’ll also highlight
optimisation opportunities to help you stay
ahead of your competitors.

to time-consuming problems. Using application
programming interfaces (APIs) and software

Projects

development techniques, we provide intuitive
designs and professional solutions that make
a difference.

Taking on a project with
specific outcomes and
aims? We’ll help you
manage and carry out
every task, from the
define phase to the closing phase of your project.

• Custom Creative Formats
Sometimes, your out-of-the-box thinking may
seem to be a step ahead of what ad servers or
third party vendors are capable of. In these
cases, we can craft bespoke creative formats
to help you achieve the desired look and
feel for your adverts.

• Header Bidding Solutions
Looking to bring your outdated
programmatic waterfall stack into the
modern era? We are here to help. We can
build and maintain custom Prebid.js
solutions to allow you to integrate with
your vendors.

• Migrations
Thinking of moving your ad server or
changing an element of your tech? It’s
natural to be intimidated by the amount
of work and disruption that such a
transformation could create. Let us help
you plan and execute your migration
seamlessly.

• Data Entry
If you have a large data entry task, let
us lighten the load. We can take on
those imperative tasks and can even
help to find automated solutions for
long-term assistance with your
administrative needs.

• Training/Upskilling Your Teams
If you want to minimise the impact of
onboarding new staff members or upskilling
current staff, then we are here to help. We can
familiarise our team with your tech stack and
internal workflows and teach your team what
they need to know.

• Ad Stack Technology Training
If you want to integrate new technology into
your stack but you’re not sure how to do it,
we are here to help. We’ll ensure that we know
and understand the relevant technology and
we’ll share our knowledge with your team.
This applies to training on ad servers,
supply-side platforms (SSPs), data
management platforms (DMPs)
and analytics platforms.

TROUBLESHOOTING
We know problem solving. Whether the
challenge is related to campaign delivery,
website performance or ad stack investigations,
we’ll help you find the problem and provide a
solution.

• Investigation
If something doesn’t work as it should –
whether it’s a specific campaign or your
ad ops system as a whole – you can rely on
our vast technical understanding to help you
get to the bottom of things.

• Web Framework, Troubleshooting
and Diagnostics
Our technology department also specialises in

Training
We appreciate that not all teams require a full ad
operations service. With this in mind, we provide
bespoke training for members of your team, covering
your specific systems and needs.

web frameworks, troubleshooting, and
diagnostics. Our highly trained team keeps up
to date with the latest diagnostic
techniques to ensure that we can
troubleshoot and address
any issue that presents
itself.

• Bespoke Ad Server Integration
and Setup
Our engineers are widely experienced in
integrating bespoke ad servers and using the
latest techniques pertaining to various digital
advertising platforms. We can tailor and
develop your online advertising presence to
make your revenue streams more efficient than
ever. Trust us to ensure that your digital journey
works for you.

• Site Performance/Viewability
Optimisation
Optimising the performance and viewability
of your site is a top priority. We have the
experience required to help you make
improvements and achieve the
best possible results for

• API (Application Programming
Interface) Integration
Automation is one of the many keys to success
and it’s critical that you get this right. We
specialise in creating and developing new ideas
and solutions to time-consuming problems. Using
the latest APIs and software development
techniques, we provide our clients with intuitive

your campaign.

designs and clean, professional solutions. Thanks
to our in-house software, APIs provide a way of

integrations

accessing data from any application.

these days is the tech that you use. We have vast

Data

experience in integrating and creating modern ad

Our data team will help you to pull and compile

An integral part of staying ahead in any business

tech solutions that keep you up to date. Perhaps
you’re after a custom creative solution. Maybe
you’re plugging in new tech and are unsure where
to start. Possibly you need API assistance so that
you can integrate your new tech cohesively.
Whatever the case, we can help with all your
integration needs.

data from any source you need, displaying it in
attractive and easy-to-understand formats.
Working with your existing systems, our API experts
can produce dashboards that condense your data
and remove the need to crunch numbers, giving
you the tools required to review the data as you
need to.

• Custom Technology Integrations
Using the latest advertising technology, we can

OUTSOURCING

provide bespoke integration solutions to ensure

At Adopstar, we like to think of ourselves as an

that you’re at the forefront of your industry. These
solutions include the integration of data
management platforms (DMPs), supply-side
platforms (SSPs), video players,
accelerated mobile pages (AMPs),
Facebook Instant Articles (FBIAs)
and even custom analytics
systems.

extension of your team rather than an external
service provider. While we’re based in
Cullompton, Devon, we provide ad ops support to
clients around the world.

adops
ad
ops
We understand that as publishers, advertising
can play a big part in your revenue generation.
Let us help you focus on selling your inventory.
Allow our team of ad operations specialists to
support your sales team and make the most of
your inventory.

Day-to-day ad ops
• Trafficking

Our team of ad operations experts has broad

Adopstar’s ad operations team sets up,

experience in all types of online advertising,

schedules and monitors advertising

from direct-sold ads and open auctions to

campaigns. We take care of simple direct-sold

programmatic guarantees and private

campaigns, programmatic guaranteed deals

marketplaces. We’ll take care of your campaigns

and adding inventory to your supply-side

from start to finish and get the best possible

platform (SSP).

results for both you and your advertisers.

• Reporting
Whether you’re looking for short-term help,

We run progress reports and end-of-campaign

assistance with a special project or long-term

reports for your advertisers. We also provide

strategies for managing your ad stack, we are

the intel you need to analyse the performance

here to help.

of campaigns and websites.

We add our years of ad server experience to

• Campaign Management

your sales team’s expertise to manage your

We monitor your advertisers’ campaigns

campaigns in a way that suits your requirements.

daily and will let you know if any changes are

On an ad-hoc or full-time basis, we will run your

required.

campaigns, provide reports and collect
screenshots as needed.

• Screenshots
If a client requires proof that their campaign
is live, we will provide screenshots to
showcase their adverts being displayed on
your sites.

• Asset Collection
We simplify the process of asset
collection. We will work with your sales team
or liaise directly with your advertisers and their
agencies. We gather the correct information,
files and images and ensure that all
campaigns go live on time.

• Sales Liaison

strategies that get the most out

Building relationships is the key to success and

of your inventory to ad server

our ad operations specialists will liaise with your

implementation and best practices. We’ll

sales team every day.

help you implement ad server and site
infrastructure that suits your needs.

• Campaign Optimisation
We make sure that your advertisers get the

• Ad Server Selection

maximum return on their investment. Whether

With a collective 75 years of

the campaign aims to increase viewable

experience in the advertising industry,

impression percentages or improve click-through

members of the Adopstar team have

rates to hit benchmarks, we’ll leverage the

used many different advertising

available data to maximise results.

technologies. We have the knowledge
and experience to help you decide

• Troubleshooting
If a campaign doesn’t display as expected, you

which technologies and ad servers
work best for your setup.

can trust us to troubleshoot and fix any
issue.

• Ad Server Infrastructure
Every ad publisher has a unique set of

• Quality Assurance

needs, and we blend general industry

Quality is a cornerstone of the way Adopstar

standards and best practices with your

does business. Everything we do is subject to

specific business needs to devise the

our internal quality assurance checks.

most suitable ad server setup for your
organisation.

• Discrepancy Checking
While third-party reporting numbers rarely

• Ad Sales Strategy

match the numbers from the ad server,

Adopstar can help guide your team on

We will step in and get to the root cause

the best way to sell advertising space

of any serious discrepancies.

across your website. We are well versed
in the various direct sales structures and

• Ongoing Ad Server Maintenance

we will use our wealth of knowledge

We will take care of archiving old ad units,

and experience to enable you to make

orders, line items and former users.

the most of your display advertising
capabilities.

Consultation
Our team of ad operations professionals has
kept up to date with the changing world of ad
ops since day one, and we’re on the cutting
edge of the industry.
We have the expertise required to
advise you on all things digital ads, from sales

Projects

• Ad Stack Technology Training
If you want to integrate new technology into

From managing large ad ops implementation

your stack but you’re not sure how to do it,

projects and ad server migrations to providing

we are here to help. We’ll ensure that

resources for your data entry project, we’ve got

we know and understand the relevant

you covered.

technology through and through and then
we’ll pass our knowledge on to your team.

• Ad Server Setups

This applies to training about ad servers,

Knowing where to start when it comes to setting

supply-side platforms (SSPs), data

up an ad server can be daunting. We will help

management platforms (DMPs) and

you plan and set up a well-organised and

analytics platforms.

easy-to-manage ad server. This will help you
derive maximum benefit from your ad space and
optimise your efficiency.

Troubleshooting
We’d love to say everything runs smoothly all
the time, but unfortunately, it’s never guaranteed!
We know problem solving. Whether the challenge
is related to campaign delivery, website
performance or ad stack investigations, we’ll
help you find the problem and provide
a solution.
• Site Performance/Viewability Optimisation

MIGRATIONS
Thinking of moving your ad server or changing
an element of your tech? It’s natural to beintimidated by the amount of work and
disruption that such a transformation can
potentially create. Let us help you plan and
execute your migrations seamlessly.

Optimising the performance and viewability
of your site is a top priority. We have the
experience required to know how best to
make your campaign results exceed your
expectations.
• Campaign Performance
Campaign performance can be difficult to get
your head around. The good news is that

TRAINING

our well-trained team of executives is

We appreciate that not all teams require full ad

campaigns’ performance. We provide daily

operations services. With this in mind, we provide
bespoke training for members of your team,
covering your specific systems and needs.

here to help you manage and optimise your
network campaign checks and regular reports
to ensure that you’re getting maximum value
from your sites.

If you want to minimise the impact of

outsourcing

onboarding new staff members or upskilling

At Adopstar, we like to think of ourselves as an

current staff, then we are here to help. We

extension of your team rather than an external

can familiarise our team with your tech stack

service provider. While we’re based in

and workflows and teach your team

Cullompton, Devon, we provide ad ops support

everything they need to know.

to clients around the world.

• Training/Upskilling Your Teams

revops
rev
ops
Maximise the efficiency of your programmatic ad stack with our help. Make
improvements based on our recommendations and watch the success of your
campaigns grow from strength to strength.
We are here to help you make the most of publisher programmatic revenue
potential. The range of services that we offer includes starting from scratch or
working within your existing programmatic stack, optimising rules and helping to
develop predictive pricing strategies. We’ll recommend the best ways to expand
on your programmatic revenue streams.

data-focused minds provide creative and

Consultation

strategic approaches to monetisation. We

Our team of ad operations professionals has kept

can help with the following:

up to date with the changing world of program-

The open auction is our playground and our

matic marketing since day one, and we’re on the
• Programmatic integrations (pre bids,
waterfalls, supply-side platforms [SSPs] and
open bids)
• Running programmatic campaigns
(programmatic guaranteed [PG]
campaigns or private marketplace
[PMP] deals)
• Delivering on your programmatic

cutting edge of the industry.
We have the expertise required to advise you
on ad server best practices and we’ll help you
implement ad server infrastructure that suits your
needs. We’ll also guide your sales team on digital
sales strategies if required.

• Tech Stack Analysis/Advice

advertising buying needs via demand-side

We can analyse your tech stack

platforms (DSPs)

to identify areas that can be improved
upon. We’ll also highlight optimisation
opportunities to help you stay ahead of
your competitors.

• Ad Server Selection
With a collective 75 years of experience
in the advertising industry, members of
our team have used many different
advertising technologies. We
have the knowledge and experience
to help you decide which technologies
and ad servers work best for
your setup.

• Ad Server Infrastructure
Every ad publisher has a unique set of needs,
and we blend general industry standards and
best practices with your specific business needs
to devise the most suitable ad server setup for
your organisation.

• Ad Sales Strategy

Projects
Undergoing a project with specific outcomes
and aims? We’ll help you manage and carry
out every task, from the define phase to the
closing phase of your project. From managing
large Ad Ops implementation projects and ad
server migrations to providing resources as part
of your data entry project and everything in

We can help guide your management

between. We tailor the resource assignment to

team on the best way to sell advertising space

meet your needs.

across your website. We are well versed in the
various direct sales structures and we will use
our wealth of knowledge and experience to
enable you to make the most of your display
advertising capabilities.

• Partnership/Vendor Advice

• Ad Server Setups
Knowing where to start when it comes to
setting up an ad server can be daunting,
We will help you plan and set up a
well-organised and easy-to-manage ad
server. This will help you derive maximum

We have worked with a wide variety of

benefit from your ad space and optimise

programmatic vendors and partners over the

your efficiency.

years. As a result, we know which suppliers
provide the best solutions and which will make
a difference to your bottom line.

• GDPR (General Data Protection
Regulation) and Privacy Compliance

• Custom Creative Formats
Sometimes, your out-of-the-box thinking may
seem to be a step ahead of what ad servers
or third party vendors can offer you. In these
cases, Adopstar can help to craft bespoke

We have thorough knowledge of the consent

creative formats to help you achieve the

management platforms that are available and

desired look and feel for your adverts.

we are well versed in the requirements of GDPR
and TCF v2.0. You can trust us to ensure that you
adhere to the required protocols at all times.

• Header Bidding Solutions
Looking to bring your outdated programmatic
waterfall stack into the modern era? Adopstar
is here to help. We can build and maintain
custom Prebid.js solutions to allow you to
integrate your vendors. Alternatively, if you’re
looking for full programmatic stack
management, we can connect you with our
partner vendor. We can
connect you with 40+ vendors with one
contract through our partner.

• Data Entry
If you have a large data entry task, let
us lighten the load. We can take on
those imperative tasks and can even help to
find automated solutions for long-term
assistance with your administrative needs.

MIGRATIONS

• Campaign Performance

Thinking of moving your ad server or

Campaign performance can be difficult to get

changing an element of your tech? It’s

your head around. The good news is that our

natural to be intimidated by the amount of

well-trained team of executives is here to help

work and disruption that such a

you manage and optimise your campaigns’

transformation can potentially create. Let

performance. We provide daily network

us help you plan and execute your mi-

campaign checks and regular reports to

grations seamlessly. We will manage the

ensure that you’re getting maximum value

project from start to finish if required,
or just be an extra pair of hands on
deck while you navigate the

from your sites.

Programmatic

change.
We understand the importance of making the
most of monetising your inventory and that
sometimes, this means selling what’s left

Troubleshooting
We know problem solving. Whether it’s campaign
delivery, website performance or ad stack investigations, we can help you find the problem and
provide a solution.

• Investigation

following direct sales on the open market, or
even your entire inventory via PGs, PMPs and RTB
sales. We can help optimise pricing rules, set
up SSPs, PGs and PMPs and support you where
needed in the vast world of programmatic
marketing.

• Programmatic Stack

If something’s not working as it should –

Need someone to audit, manage or maintain

whether it’s a specific campaign or your ad

your programmatic stack? From passbacks to

ops system as a whole – you can rely on the

ads.txt, sellers.json to prebid.js and everything

Adopstar team and our vast technical under

in between, we’ve seen it all. Let us

standing to help you get to the bottom

analyse and optimise your setup to meet your

of things.

business needs.

• Web Framework, Troubleshooting
and Diagnostics

• PMP Campaign Management
We can help you manage your

Our state-of-the-art technology

programmatic campaigns with the same levels

department also specialises in web

of expertise and efficiency that we show when

frameworks, troubleshooting, and diagnostics.

managing your standard display campaigns.

• Site Performance/Viewability
Optimisation
Optimising the performance and viewability
of your site is a top priority. We have the
experience required to know how best to
make your campaign results exceed
your expectations.

• Programmatic Reporting

• Open Market Optimisation

Programmatic revenue can be accrued

We can work with your pricing rules across

from multiple vendors and supply-side

different platforms to ensure that you’re

platforms (SSPs). Adopstar can bring all

getting maximum benefit from your

of this data into one place for easy

inventory. We are widely experienced

visualisation and monitoring.

in balancing fill rates with eCPMs
(effective costs per thousand impressions)
to maximise revenue.

Our data team will help you to

We specialises in creating and developing

pull, compile and visualise data

new ideas and solutions to time-consuming

from any source you need. We can

problems. Using the latest APIs and software

produce dashboards which condense your data

development techniques, we provide our

and take away the painful elements of number

clients with intuitive designs and clean,

crunching, giving you the tools to review the data

professional solutions. Thanks to our in-house

as you need.

software, APIs provide a way of accessing
data from any application.

• Data Visualisation
choice to help you and your team stay on top

outsourcing

of relevant information. We will integrate

At Adopstar, we like to think of ourselves as an

dynamic information from your choice of

extension of your team rather than an external

sources into your dashboard.

service provider. While we’re based in

Let us create dashboards on a platform of your

Cullompton, Devon, we provide ad ops support

• API (Application Programming
Interface) Integration

to clients in Australia, the USA, most of Europe
and Hong Kong. Use our outsourced services to

Automation is one of the many keys to

fill entire team requirements, or fill gaps where

success and it’s critical that you get this right.

you need.

WHAT ARE DASHBOARDS?
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A dashboard is a digital display of facts
and figures that shows you your business’s
big picture at a glance. Dashboards can
be programmed to update dynamically,
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and real-time display of data that
decision-makers can rely on.

				

• View various tables, charts and data in one place.

The visual appeal of
dashboards:

• View more details about a particular element or
statistic with one click or tap.

Our dashboards will always have a look and

• Get a birds-eye view of your business’s progress
towards your targets.

display information in an easy-to-digest format

• Organise complex data into an easy-tounderstand format.

feel that meet your needs. Our aim is to
that will make a difference in every meeting.

Dashboarding simplifies the decision-making

How dashboards can be used
and shared:

process and makes it possible to get maximum

Dashboards are a powerful presentation tool,

value out of your data. The Adopstar team takes
real-time data from any platform where your
company has it stored and makes it available in
dashboard format. Thanks to dashboarding
technology, data is displayed in a convenient,
attractive and easy-to-use format.

What dashboarding can enable
you to do for your business:

and they can also be downloaded as PDFs,
sent in scheduled emails or embedded into a
website. Thanks to our dashboarding solutions,
the days of trying to generate user-friendly
reports on your own are over. We will create a
dashboard that empowers you to optimise your
data and use it to help you reach your targets.

reasons why
Adopstar is your ideal
dashboarding partner:

• Cross-reference and analyse different
metrics, from sales and stock to product
information and forecasting.

Our tech team is widely

• See at a glance where you need to
improve performance to meet your goals.
• Have productive discussions based on
objective views of relevant data.
• Prevent data overload and focus on
what’s important.
• By tapping into various resources,
dashboards display new information
instantly.

Customising dashboard data:
Dashboards are fully customisable and
we will design your dashboards
with your end goals in mind. Stakeholders
and decision-makers around the world
love dashboards for the interactivity,

experienced in dashboard in
and database management.
We will put this experience
to work to create a custom dashboard that
meets your needs.
Our team of developers know all there is to
know about automation, and we’re here
to help with scheduled data uploads. This
ensures that your data is always up to date
and ready to present.
We will provide online hosting for your
database and your dashboards. This gives
you a secure external environment in which
to store your data.

flexibility and versatility that they offer.
While you’re presenting, you can interact with dashboard data in
real time. With the advanced capabilities of our application
programming interface (API), data from multiple platforms can be
amalgamated into one dashboard. There is a wide range of data
filters that can be used in a dashboard, giving you the flexibility to
make any point or answer any question.

Shopify
Launch, grow and manage
your online store with
Adopstar and Shopify.
With Shopify’s capabilities and Adopstar’s
expertise, we’ve got your e-commerce
potential covered.
Our mission: to create beautiful websites that
get to work for your business, convert browsers
to buyers and drive your business into a more

Affordable themes and
bespoke elements
Shopify is a dynamic platform upon which a
website can be built for any business. Whether

profitable future.

you’re a small start-up or a multinational

Introducing Adopstar

website that works for you.

Adopstar is the home of stress-free digital
solutions and we’ve got more than ten years
of experience in bringing digital concepts to
life. We’re passionate about helping businesses
grow from strength to strength and one of the ways
we do this is by creating websites on Shopify. You
can trust our blend of technical know-how and
creative genius to create a website that’s
responsive, attractive and easy to navigate.

Adopstar makes Shopify work for
your business
• Once the initial build is done, our support
and optimisation packages ensure that your

corporation, we can create a Shopify

We use the wide array of Shopify expert themes
to customise a look and feel that’s right for your
brand. We also offer bespoke builds, and thanks
to Shopify’s versatility, custom-made elements
can be built into Shopify’s themes to create a
website that’s both affordable and fine-tuned to
meet your needs.
Using Shopify themes enables us not only to offer
affordable websites but also to get your website
up and running within quick turnaround times.
Let’s bring your vision to life.

website remains on the cutting edge of

Managing your Shopify store

your industry.

Shopify is incredibly user-friendly and once your
site is set up, you’ll be able to manage various

• We carry out detailed research and competitor

aspects of your customers’ journey. From the

analysis to ensure that we know exactly what

back end of your Shopify store, you’ll be able to

your website needs.

access a wide array of reports.

• We push the boundaries of design and
development to create websites that will
exceed your expectations.

These Shopify reports will help you understand how your website is working for you.
For example, you’ll be able to see:
• Real-time views of your customers and which stage of the funnel they are in.
• Your top-performing product pages.
• The number of orders being placed.
Adding to the flexibility of Shopify, you can manage subscriptions directly from
your store. We will set up all integrations and configurations to meet
your needs.

The theme that’s right for
your business
As part of the process of choosing your

Shopify web
development

website’s look and feel, we will present

You can trust our team of Shopify web developers

you with theme choices. These will give

to create a results-driven website that works for

you a clear idea of the look, feel and

you – whether on Shopify or Shopify Plus. If you’re

functionality of your website. After this initial

interested in migrating to Shopify from another

presentation, you’ll understand what’s possible

platform like Magento, BigCommerce or

within the framework of each theme.

WooCommerce, we’re here to help.

Once the theme is chosen, we will get to

Shopify apps

work with actual graphics, your information

Shopify offers a huge array of

and your product range. After that, you’ll be

apps – both free and paid – that can add various

able to preview your new website in a

functions to your website and enhance its

live environment.

performance.

Adopstar’s Shopify services
We have your Shopify needs covered from
concept to completion. We offer web design,

Shopify web design

web development, Shopify apps and support.

Whether you choose a theme, a bespoke
build or a solution that uses elements of both,
we will create a beautiful, functional and
responsive website for you.

Support
Our service to you does not end when your site
goes live. We will continue to support you as your
business grows and provide ongoing support as
required. We’re as committed to your long-term
success as you are.

A complete offering that builds and supports your business
We don’t want to sell you a website - we want to

• A database of your product offering.

give you the best platform to build your brand
for generations to come. Here are the ways we’ll
help you – both upfront and as your business

• A business dashboard that provides a detailed
and holistic view of your business at a glance.

grows.
• Customer analysis that helps you improve your
• Full design and build of a Shopify website.

conversion rate.

• A wide array of payment methods for your site.

• An integrated shopping module that gives
you access to a range of fulfilment and

• A website that’s futureproof, with automatic

shipping channels.

updates that seamlessly bring you the latest
and greatest Shopify features.

• Social media integration with Facebook and
Instagram.

• Secure banking protocols that keep your
customers’ information safe.

Contact us today!

www.adopstar.com

+44 203 587 7400

or email us at hello@adopstar.com

